Direct Support Professionals (DSPs) Day and Residential Services
Do you hope to make a profound difference by offering simple daily living assistance directly to
someone? Do you aspire to join a growing and enriching organization that is geared to help you
grow and thrive? At Carpe Diem Community Living (CDCL), we pride ourselves with beautiful,
nurturing and health environments; we are looking DSPs to join our team to help foster this! Our
focus at CDCL, is to maximize the potential of every life we touch by living our mission to
assists intellectually and developmentally disabled individuals to live their everyday lives to the
fullest through community involvement and healthy living choices. If you are a person who has
deep compassion for and a desire to serve individuals with special needs, who thrives in a
healthy caring environment, is blessed with an abundance of patience and understanding for
special needs population, then we would like to hear from you.

Responsibilities:
➢ Teach/monitor/Performing personal care tasks, including assistance with basic personal
hygiene and grooming, feeding, and ambulation, medical monitoring, and health care
related tasks.
➢ Ensuring client safety and maintaining a safe environment
➢ Reminding/assisting client with self-administration of medications (with proper training)
➢ Completing necessary and required documentation (i.e. behavior tacking, service logs)
➢ Performing home management functions such as light housekeeping, laundry, bed
making, and cleaning
➢ Planning meals, shopping for groceries, preparing and serving food/meals, feeding and
clean-up
➢ Accompanying client to scheduled appointments
➢ Transporting clients or running errands for clients like social events

Specific Requirements
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

18 years of age or older
High school degree/GED
Valid driver's license (in most cases) with clean driving record
Ability to communicate (verbally and written) with all levels of personnel, internal and
external to the company
CPR and first certification
Flexibility
Ability to handle physical aspects of job, including bending, stooping, lifting more than
10lbs, pushing, pulling, reaching, and walking for periods of time
Team player

If interested please visit us at the Lawrence Workforce Center 2920
Haskell Ave #2, Lawrence, KS 66046 every Wednesday from 10am to 2pm.
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